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Advertising Effectiveness in the
Metaverse - Exploring the real
effect of AR
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What you’ll take away from today’s session
Advertising Effectiveness in the Metaverse
•

Consumers adoption of AR as a media channel
/format

•

AR in the here and now and the role that it currently
plays in the wider metaverse.

•

The challenge that media owners & advertisers face in

understanding AR’s true value and how it performs
alongside other digital platforms.
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Adoption of AR – Results from the ODR Metaverse
Tracker
Metaverse tracker :- N=2,000
Market : UK
Dates : 11th Aug – 30th Sep 2022

32 of all adults aged 18-34
would like to or have spent
over £150 on VR/AR
equipment

70% of adults would like
to virtually try a piece of
furniture in their space
to see suitability and fit
before buying

17% of all adults have
experienced an immersive
world created by a brand
rising to 23% amongst 1834’s

2/3 of adults would like an
avatar that was their size and
shape to virtually try on
clothes before buying
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Consumers demand more

76%

of Europeans now expect their digital experiences
and interactions with brands online to be seamless,
innovative and enhance their real world

91%
amongst 18-24’s
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Source: Yahoo/YouGov 5G & Immersive Experiences Study March 2020, EU5 Nat Rep n=10,491

The majority are excited about
immersive experiences

64%

of adults are excited about
using an AR/VR experience

77%
amongst 18-24’s

Source: Yahoo/YouGov 5G & Immersive Experiences Study
Marchconfidential
2020, EU5 and
Nat proprietary.
Rep n=10,491
Verizon
Unauthorized
disclosure, reproduction or other use prohibited.
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The challenges to adopt AR/XR

Lack of measurement and attribution capabilities
(incremental reach, viewability, etc)

54%

Lack of information/ understanding

39%

Limited scale due to lack of inventory/ audience
duplication

39%

Not being able to track campaign impact using
cross-platform or traditional metrics (i.e. GRP)

Investment in building new creative

Lack of consumer adoption and trust

Data & security concerns

Not being able to plan across traditional and
digital channels

Verizon confidential and proprietary. Unauthorized
disclosure, reproduction or other use prohibited.

Source: Yahoo/ Toluna & Emerging Advertising Channels, 2019

37%

28%

28%

27%

23%
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We need to…

1. Prove its worth - demonstrating
ROI

2. The role it plays on the media
plan
3. Measurement techniques
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Pringles partnership with Xbox

1. Limitations to tagging exclusive environments

(Xbox) due to data privacy legislations
2. Opportunity to test whether results reach
optimum levels by adding AR

3. AR/VR is an investment for advertisers and
warrants a measurement approach that will test
the exposure as close to the “real experience”
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Does AR shift brand
perceptions more than
other digital formats?
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Panel member’s user experience

Task List

On clicking on link
panelists
download a AR
experience app
Discover AR via
Gorilla in the
room’s app

Panellists
click on a
link to
experience
the AR
experience

Panellists
experience the
AR experience
recording
engagement and
attention metrics

Take survey
24-48 hours
post
exposure
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2D Video of experience for consumer
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Top of Mind brand
Awareness

+8%pts

+9%pts

AR Experience

Spontaneous
Awareness

DRIVEN BY...

TOTAL CAMPAIGN LEVEL

Pringles campaign successfully shifts key brand metrics across the board
driven by AR

Favourability

“Snack For Me”

Remained
stable

+7%pts

Purchase
Intent

+1%pts

+13%

+8%
Pt+17%

+6%

+10%

+7%

Pts

Pts

Pts

Pts

Pts

s

Base: Control/Exposed (900/900)
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The importance of measuring AR passively

UK
Benchmark
(FMCG)

Natural / immersive
Exposed AR

Forced / Exposed
AR

Top of Mind Brand Awareness Uplift

+4.9%

+17%

+12%

Total Spontaneous Brand Awareness
Uplift

+8.8%

+13%

+4%

Favourability Uplift

N/A

+6%

+1%

Consideration Uplift

+1.9%

+2%

+10%

Purchase Intent Uplift

+2.7%

+7%

+4%

+Ad response (% Positive)

64.6%

83%

81%

60%

71%

76%

Action (% Any Action)
Performance
exceeds benchmark
Significantly higher. Tested at 95% confidence interval
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Strong emotional response across formats, with the AR Experience
provoking the most positive reaction (83%)
Emotional response

77%

4%

19%

Positive emotion
(TOTAL)

No different

Negative

Benchmark

64.6%
(+12.4%)

After seeing the advert for Pringles, how did it make you feel?
Base: Control/Exposed (525/525), Native (75/75), Pre-Roll (75/75), Minigame (75/75), Xbox AR (75/75), Xbox Native Yahoo (75/75), AR Experience (150/150)
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Respondents appreciated the innovative, unique
and fun way to connect with the brand
It was a really fun experience and
stuck in my mind (M, 29)

The ad format was exciting,
innovative and different from other
snack ads (F,30)

It was different and exciting. The

grey hand coming out of the
container scared me at first when I
did the AR experience. (M, 30)

It was new and innovative and like
most AR ads it feels personalised
and easier to connect with (F, 24)

It was a fun ad which mixed Pringles
and gaming very well (F, 43)

I thought it was funky and a new way

It was fun and contemporary (F, 42)

to advertise Pringles (F, 18)

It was quite random and didn’t relate
to the product (F, 27)

It’s exciting and it used AR
technology that makes it stand out
from the competition (M, 17)

Base: AR Experience Exposed (150)
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Significantly higher/lower. Tested at 95% confidence interval

Strong Interest and Investigation among those exposed to the AR
experience
Interest
Interest measures whether people
make an effort to study the
product

47%
of those exposed to
the AR Experience
showed a level of
‘Interest’ which was
above the benchmark

Base: AR Experience Exposed (150)

91%
of those exposed to the
AR Experience showed a
level of ‘Interest’ which
was above or in line with
the benchmark

Investigation
Investigation shows whether they
explored every aspect of the
product

35%
of those exposed to the
AR Experience showed a
level of ‘Investigation’
which was above the
benchmark

62%
of those exposed to the
AR Experience showed a
level of ‘Investigation’
which was above or in
line with the benchmark
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Pronounced Effects on Awareness and Brand Associations
when Highly Engaged with the AR Experience
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Base: AR Experienced Exposed UK 150, ODR & Gorilla in the Room

Summary

●
●

●

●

Still in discovery stage
One case study doesn’t conclude
everything!
It has a role to play however across
the brand funnel metrics
Indications of where it sits within the
wider media mix – but appreciate it
will be different for a range of clients
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Thank you
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